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Our precious customers may have to go through difficulties such as the loss of a loved one. Mr. Acres will have to contact the company that is managing his debt. He must comply with them for any further information, alert 360 to consider this matter closed. Check, Check, Check, Check,
Check, Check, Check, Check, Original Audit: 24 Feb. 2020We have tried to cancel the service with parents several times. After the initial contract has expired, you can use the contract to expire the contract At that point they refused to void the new contract and stated we would have to pay
all of the new contracts in order to make it. We decided to keep the company at that time, although we hardly, if ever, used their services. When we moved to a new state after they continued to contract without approval, we called to cancel their services. We know again that we will have to
pay the remaining balance every month remaining in the contract to be cancelled. Even if we move to a state where they do not provide services. The company is dishonest, stiff and dishonest. I wouldn't recommend it to anyone. Steer clear of 360 ADT alerts is a very good option February.
360 alert responses are always welcome to work with our valued customers who may go through difficulties. We take pride in the industry's leading customer service and what you have described does not indicate the Experience Alert 360 is committed to providing services, but I can't find
an account based on the information available. Please email the address or phone number on your account to Alert360Cares@alert360.com so I can research this situation.
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